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You will need a credit/debit card or PayPal registered to your account to purchase this
subscription. At the end of your 14 day free trial, this subscription will. Plus, you must also
have never had a PS+ sub on the PSN account debit/credit card to your PSN account in order
to activate the 14 day This seemed to create a lot of confusion during the run up to the launch
of the PS4. hi do u need a ps4 for this or no? im a pc player. permalink; embed click this link
and get 1 month free ps plus. only one code per ip address.
I just got a PS4 Pro today and I'm trying to activate the 14 day free trial. I've linked a card.
Now when I'm at the Choose a Membership page on. Can you get free PlayStation Plus
memberships by creating a new account every Quora User, I play on the PS4, PS Vita, PS3 or
rarely on the PSP. Go to Settings>PlayStation Network/Account Management>Activate as
your Primary PS4.
That's because Sony now requires a PlayStation Plus subscription to play online for most
games, as Select Activate as Your Primary PS4. Sony is offering three months of Netflix for
free with yearly PlayStation Plus subscriptions. It is available in India and most of Europe
right now. PLAYSTATION Plus June games are about to be revealed for PS4, PS3 and
PlayStation Vita. There's new PS4 exclusive Fortnite loot available to download now for free
if you' re a PS Plus subscriber. Here's how to get it. PlayStation®Plus is a membership service
for PlayStation™Network. When a PS4™ system is activated as your primary PS4™ system,
other users of that.
Enjoy 12 months PlayStation® Plus membership on us we're giving you 12 months of free
PlayStation® Plus membership. power of your PS4™ with online multiplayer, exclusive
savings and two PS4™ games to download every month. of purchase - Date of phone
activation; 3Not received a notification?.
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